Your Partner in Process Excellence

AUTOMATE
A STEP AHEAD

Authorized Service Partner

Unlock enhanced design productivity across your manufacturing business
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Why
Hitech?

Center of Excellence

Design
Automation

Manufacturing firms need to be efficient in
spending, improving productivity and
accelerating business with growing competition.
Our customers constantly look for alternatives to
make the ends meet.
The answers lie in automating designs, sales
and manufacturing; however, the
implementation itself poses as a challenge.
Several of our clients across various industries
have heavily invested in design automation with
CPQ tools like DriveWorks, but were
unsuccessful in achieving satisfactory
implementation owing to various reasons.
Organizations finding it non-profitable to allocate
key resources in automation when the resources
contribute in running the business smoothly;
happens to be one of it.
That’s where Hitech comes in…
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Bringing Product
to Market Faster with

DriveWorks.

 Our DriveWorks implementation enabled a major food &
retail chain furniture manufacturer in USA to automate
the design of retail store furniture.
 For better product visualization and design intent
communication, 2D workflow was first converted to 3D.
Hitech successfully implements design automation in
several areas including defect tracking & processes quality
checks to align design process with the manufacturing
capabilities and boost product delivery processes.

70%
−−
Order-tomanufacturing
automated
−−
Same day delivery
Fast Delivery
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60%

Hitech improves
engineering, prototyping
and manufacturing lead
time for furniture designed
for retail stores and
expedite the delivery to
customers.

30%

−−
5 days to same day
−−
Reduction in errors
−−
Fewer iterations

−−
Material saving
−−
Accuracy in
prototype tests

−−
Standardized store
design
−−
Standard part library
−−
Reduced cost

Lead Time

Reduced Wastage

Value Addition

Your Partner in Process Excellence

Automating repetitive
tasks has enabled us to
focus more on our core
business activities.
Food & Retail Store Furniture
Manufacturer, USA
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Automating Sales &
Design Using

DriveWorks

Using DriveWorks we resolved client challenges in design
automation, by creating a database for details of designs,
manufacturing, and pricing of custom metal doors, frames and
locking mechanisms. With enlisted steps, we successfully
implemented automation with DriveWorks.
 The initial application is of a set of rules which modified the
geometry in SolidWorks based on customized requirements.

Hitech reduces
manufacturing and product
delivery time to improve
productivity and
profitability for a leading
metal door & frame
manufacturer in USA.

 Populating the details in user friendly interface to generate
manufacturing drawings and quotes in a time frame that is
80% shorter.
The automation helped in maintaining the design quality,
accelerated product manufacturing time and decreased the
time-to-market.

−−
Order-tomanufacturing
automated
−−
10-min per door or
frame

−−
5 days to same day
−−
Reduction in errors
−−
Fewer iterations

−−
Material saving
−−
99% quality
enhancement

−−
Fast response to
customer enquiry
−−
Accurate quotes
−−
Knowledge captured for
70,000+ custom doors
−−
Reduced cost

Fast Delivery

Lead Time

Reduced Wastage

Value Addition

70%
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60%

40%

Your Partner in Process Excellence

With a robust automation
solution in place, our
customers can order just
in time.
- Hollow Metal Door & Frame
Manufacturer, USA
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Automated order to
manufacturing process with

DriveWorks

Hitech automation teams rehashed the existing product configurator
for an electrical enclosure manufacturer to improve drawing
customization. From generating input specific drawings to calculating
accurate power dissipation, the configurator was made error free.
 Initial study of sales sheet helped in bettering previously created
configurator by making it interactive according to the inputs in
real-time.
 Logical rules were redefined and made more versatile to calculate
power dissipation value and accommodate unusual sheet metal
cut-outs for enclosure drawings.

Hitech enhances
DriveWorks configurator
performance to remove
snags from
automatically created
manufacturing drawings
for a UK based
manufacturer.

Automation specialists at Hitech remained an integral part in helping
the manufacturer implement DriveWorks configurator to create
versatile and error-free manufacturing drawings. The entire process
from order receipt to manufacturing was completely automated.

80%
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−−
Order to
Manufacturing
Automated
−−
3 Days Delivery

−−
15 days to 3 days
−−
No iteration

−−
Material & Man Hour
saved

−−
Knowledge captured
from different
standards & ratings
−−
Design Accuracy
−−
Reduced Cost

Fast Delivery

Lead Time

Reduced Wastage

Value Addition

70%

30%

Configurator developed by
Hitech DriveWorks team
ensured that project
outcomes met the
expectations. Their team has
the expertise to troubleshoot
problems & meet the
requirements.

Your Partner in Process Excellence

- Electrical Enclosure Manufacturer,
UK
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Guided design process to
reduce errors with

DriveWorks

Hitech developed master models and used DriveWorks to
customize designs even for non-linear relationship models for
main equipment as well as spares. Automation was implemented
successful as below:
 Primary study of Pig models in SolidWorks enabled the
establishment of equations for inter-dependency and
automation.

Hitech automates complex
design configuration for
Pig to bring down
manufacturing costs for oil
and gas cleaning
equipment manufacturer in
the US.

 Options for drawing notes were offered to allow the client to
enter the drawing details which automatically generated BOMs
for shop floor.
The automation resulted in reduced errors in drawings and BOMs
which in turn lead to reduced production costs and time for the
manufacturer.
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65%

30%

−−
Order to
Manufacturing
Automated
−−
5 Days Delivery

−−
Reduced to 6 days
or delivery

−−
Reduced engineering
time & saved cost of
manufacturing by
reducing iteration &
errors

−−
Guided & Accurate
Designs
−−
Improved Sales &
Revenue

Fast Delivery

Lead Time

Reduced Wastage

Value Addition

80%

Your Partner in Process Excellence
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PARTNER WITH THE BEST IN
DESIGN AUTOMATION/CAD CUSTOMIZATION
Hitech iSolutions LLP is a leading engineering services provider headquartered in India. As an Authorized
Implementation Partner, we have successfully deployed DriveWorks for manufacturing clients from diverse
industry verticals. With over a team of 100+ SOLIDWORKS and DriveWorks Professionals combined, we
provide holistic design support including CAD modeling, reverse engineering, design automation and CAD
customization through our state-of-the-art engineering facility.
DriveWorks Implementation

Supporting Your Engineering Teams

With experience in DriveWorks implementation,
support, training, and project management, we will
deploy a solution that meets your needs and takes
advantage of our best practice implementation
templates.

Our DriveWorks certified engineers work alongside
your engineering teams to provide support in
successfully implementing the technology with

DriveWorks Extension
With diversified industry experience of deploying
DriveWorks, we develop plug-ins and extensions,
macros, custom programming scripts and specs
flow to enhance your project specific tasks and
optimize process efficiency.
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Copy Files
Specification Task

Delete Configurations
Generation Task

Delete Files
Specification Task

FileZilla Upload Download
Specification Task

Merge PDF
Specification Task

Convert
HTML to PDF

existing processes. Project analysis sessions with
key players at your organization, we can help you to
best implement and grow your DriveWorks
deployment.
Complete Implementation
Hitech can provide a comprehensive implementation
solution without disturbing your existing business
processes. Our experienced engineers can efficiently
capture the product knowledge to turn it into a
DriveWorks solution for you.

Certified Professional

“Let us help you in taking your next steps
towards reaching your productivity goals.”

“

Your Partner in Process Excellence

We wanted a solution that
could generate real benefits
for our company, in terms of
saving time and lowering
costs. Hitech has succeeded
in doing just that.
- Metal & Wood Furniture Manufacturer,
USA

Good things come to those who
don’t wait.
So let’s automate your repetitive
design and manufacturing tasks and
reduce the burden on your sales
teams.
Then you can focus on what you do
best and what’s important – taking
care of your customers.
Visit www.hitechcaddservices.com
to get in touch with our design
automation specialists to find out
more.
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HEADQUARTER:
Hitech iSolutions LLP, Hitech House, Gurukul, Ahmedabad 380052, Gujarat, India.
Contact: Tel: +91.79.4000.3000, 4000 3252 | Email: info@hitechcaddservices.com
Global Offices

Santa Clara, CA, USA | Broadway, NY, USA | New Broad Street, London, UK

